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1. Foreword
The aim of this technical report is to explain how to use simple scripts (VBA Excel Macro and MATLAB) to preprocess Laser Flash Analysis raw data results from the LFA 447 Apparatus (Netzsch Gerätebau GmbH [1]) at
the Building Material Characterization Laboratory of Aalborg University - Department of Civil Engineering [2].
These scripts perform cleaning and ordering of the measurement points and mean average/standard
deviation calculation for arbitrary decimation range of a given parameter.

2. Introduction
The raw data measurements of the Laser Flash Analysis Apparatus LFA 447 are processed and analyzed with
the Netzsch Proteus® LFA Analysis software [1]. The processed measurement result points of a given test
sample can be exported as a text file report. It is recommended to export the processed measurement result
points of a given test sample as a text file with “tabulation” column separator and “point” decimal symbol
(see Figure 1 and Figure 2).

Figure 1: Export all measurement points from the Netzsch Proteus® LFA Analysis software.

Figure 2: Export the measurement data as a text file report with “tabulation” as column separator and
“point” as decimal symbol.
The exported measurement report text file is composed of a header describing the sample characteristics,
and then followed by the measurement points organized by temperature range (see Figure 3). However, this
data arrangement is not convenient to extract rapidly the temperature, thermal diffusivity and specific heat
capacity of all measurements and have then placed consecutively in columns.

Figure 3: LFA 447 measurement data report text file.
The content of the report text file can directly be copy/pasted into Excel, but one can see in Figure 4 that
there are intermediate lines and columns which are unnecessary and should be deleted. However, deleting
many lines manually on Excel is very tedious and time-consuming. That is why a VBA Macro or MATLAB Script
performing this task automatically is a great time-saver.

Figure 4: Example of a measurement report text file copy/pasted into Excel with unnecessary intermediate
lines and columns which should be deleted (framed in red).
In addition, the measurement points are not necessarily set in order according to temperature and the
number of points per temperature range can have arbitrary value. It is therefore tedious to group scattered
measurement points by temperature and calculate mean average and standard deviation for specific range
of temperatures.
The different scripts presented in this report clean, order, decimate and calculate the mean average and
standard deviation of the LFA 447 measurement data from the report text files.

3. VBA Excel Macro for pre-processing (cleaning) LFA 447 measurement
report
The Microsoft Excel Macro-Enable Worksheet named “LFA_447_data_result_pre-processing” contains an
Excel VBA Macro which removes automatically the unnecessary columns containing the strings “#Model”
and “#Pulse_type”, and removes the unnecessary lines containing the strings “#Mean” and “#Std_Dev”. All
other data is left as it is.
To “clean” the LFA 447 result report from the aforementioned columns and lines, open the result report text
file with the “Notepad” software (see Figure 5). Select all the text of the report text file (Ctrl + A) and copy it
(Ctrl + C).

Figure 5: LFA 447 measurement results report text file.

Open the Excel file “LFA_447_data_result_pre-processing” and paste (Ctrl + V) the entire content of the
report text file into the yellow cell “A1” of the only sheet (named “data”) of the Excel file (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Paste all report text content into the yellow cell “A1” of the only sheet (named “data”) of the Excel
file “LFA_447_data_result_pre-processing”.

Press “Ctrl + m” to execute the Excel macro and clean the data (see Figure 7). One can see that all data points
are now continuous and contiguous. The process will also work if other results are in the report text file such
as thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity or contact resistance.

Figure 7: Report text file content before data cleaning (left); columns and lines which will be deleted from
the sheet (center); report text file content after data cleaning (right).

4. MATLAB script for pre-processing (cleaning) LFA 447 measurement
report
The MATLAB script named “LFA_447_data_result_pre_processing.m” takes a LFA 447 measurement report
text file as input and creates and new text file with the report’s data without the unnecessary columns
containing the strings “#Model” and “#Pulse_type”, and without the unnecessary lines containing the strings
“#Mean” and “#Std_Dev”. The report information before the data header is not kept. All other data is left as
it is. The output text file is placed in the same folder as the input measurement report text file. The name of
the output text file is the same as the one of the input file and preceded by “clean_data_”.
To generate the “clean” LFA 447 result report, open and run the MATLAB script
“LFA_447_data_result_pre_processing.m”. Select the input measurement report text file (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: Select the input measurement report text file when running the MATLAB script.
If no error message has been displayed in the MATLAB command window, the operation has been completed
successfully and a new text file has been generated in the same folder as the input measurement report text
file without the unnecessary lines and columns (see Figure 9).

Figure 9: Input report text file content before data cleaning (left); columns and lines which are not kept from
the input file (center); output text file after data pre-processing by the MATLAB script (right).

5. MATLAB script for averaging, decimating regularly, and calculating
standard deviation of scattered data points
The MATLAB script named “average_decimate_std_dev_scattered_data.m” takes a tabulation delimited,
point decimal delimiter data text file with 2 columns of scattered data points as input. From this file, it sets
in order, averages and decimates (resampling) the second data column as a function of the first data column
of the text file with a specific decimation/resampling step size. The standard deviation of the first data column
is calculated for each decimation/resampling step. The decimation/resampling result is saved in a new output
text file with the same name as the input file and preceded by “avrg_decimated_std_dev_”. The output text
file is placed in the same folder as the input text file. A detailed example of the script processing is presented
hereafter.
To decimate / resample a data file with 2 data columns, open and run the MATLAB script
“average_decimate_std_dev_scattered_data.m”. Select the input text file (see Figure 10).

Figure 10: Select the input text file when running the MATLAB script.
Choose decimation / resampling step size (see Figure 11).

Figure 11: Indicate the decimation / resampling step size.

If no error message has been displayed in the MATLAB command window, the operation has been completed
successfully and a new text file has been generated in the same folder as the input file. One can see in Figure
12 (on the left) that the input file has scattered data in the first column (the data points are not ordered in
ascending or descending order). The input file has values in the first column ranging from 9.6 to 60.5. In the
current example, the decimation / resampling step size is 10, meaning that the data in the second column
will be averaged (and standard deviation calculated) for corresponding first column’s values of 0 ±5, 10 ±5,
20 ±5, 30 ±5, 40 ±5, 50 ±5, 60 ±5 and 70 ±5. Consequently, one can see in the output file (Figure 12 on the
right) that the data points of column 2 have been averaged (and standard deviation calculated) for column 1
average values of 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70. In the case of column 1 average values of 0 and 70, there
is no column 2 data corresponding to column 1 data points 0 ±5 or 70 ±5. The corresponding average data
for column 2 is thus set to “NaN” and the standard deviation is left as an empty cell.

Figure 12: Input file with scattered data in 2 columns (left); output file with first column set in ascending
order and decimated according to decimation / resampling step size, second column with average of the
data according to the first data column, and third column with the standard deviation of the second column
for each step (right).

6. Appendices
6.1.

VBA Excel Macro code for pre-processing (cleaning) LFA measurement
report

Sub clean_data_LFA_1()
'
' clean_data_LFA_1 Macro
' Remove the entire columns containing "#Model" and "#Pulse_type"
' Remove all the lines containing "#Mean" and "Std_Dev"
Dim FindString As String
Dim Rng As Range
' Find the column containing "#Model" and delete it entirely
With Sheets("data").UsedRange
FindString = "#Model"
Set Rng = .Find(What:=FindString, _
After:=.Cells(.Cells.Count), _
LookIn:=xlValues, _
LookAt:=xlWhole, _
SearchOrder:=xlByRows, _
SearchDirection:=xlNext, _
MatchCase:=False)
' If there is no "#Model" found, an error message is displayed and
the script is terminated
If Rng Is Nothing Then
MsgBox "Nothing found"
Exit Sub
End If
Columns(Rng.Column).EntireColumn.Delete
End With
' Find the column containing "#Pulse_type" and delete it entirely
With Sheets("data").UsedRange
FindString = "#Pulse_type"
Set Rng = .Find(What:=FindString, _
After:=.Cells(.Cells.Count), _
LookIn:=xlValues, _
LookAt:=xlWhole, _
SearchOrder:=xlByRows, _
SearchDirection:=xlNext, _
MatchCase:=False)

' If there is no "#Pulse_type" found, an error message is displayed
and the script is terminated
If Rng Is Nothing Then
MsgBox "Error"
Exit Sub
End If
Columns(Rng.Column).EntireColumn.Delete
End With
' Find all the lines containing "#Mean" and delete them
' Find the first occurrence of "#Mean"
FindString = "#Mean"
With Sheets("data").UsedRange
Set Rng = .Find(What:=FindString, _
After:=.Cells(.Cells.Count), _
LookIn:=xlValues, _
LookAt:=xlWhole, _
SearchOrder:=xlByRows, _
SearchDirection:=xlNext, _
MatchCase:=False)
End With
' Loop to delete the entire line containing "#Mean" until there is no
"#Mean" which can be found
Do While Not Rng Is Nothing
Rows(Rng.Row).EntireRow.Delete
With Sheets("data").UsedRange
Set Rng = .Find(What:=FindString, _
After:=.Cells(.Cells.Count), _
LookIn:=xlValues, _
LookAt:=xlWhole, _
SearchOrder:=xlByRows, _
SearchDirection:=xlNext, _
MatchCase:=False)
End With
Loop
' Find all the lines containing "#Std_Dev" and delete them
' Find the first occurrence of "#Std_Dev"
FindString = "#Std_Dev"
With Sheets("data").UsedRange
Set Rng = .Find(What:=FindString, _

After:=.Cells(.Cells.Count), _
LookIn:=xlValues, _
LookAt:=xlWhole, _
SearchOrder:=xlByRows, _
SearchDirection:=xlNext, _
MatchCase:=False)
End With
' Loop to delete the entire line containing "#Std_Dev" until there is no
"#Std_Dev" which can be found
Do While Not Rng Is Nothing
Rows(Rng.Row).EntireRow.Delete
With Sheets("data").UsedRange
Set Rng = .Find(What:=FindString, _
After:=.Cells(.Cells.Count), _
LookIn:=xlValues, _
LookAt:=xlWhole, _
SearchOrder:=xlByRows, _
SearchDirection:=xlNext, _
MatchCase:=False)
End With
Loop
Application.Goto Range("A1")
End Sub

6.2.

MATLAB code for pre-processing (cleaning) LFA measurement report

%% Removes unnecessary columns and lines from a LFA 447 measurement
report text file and save it in a new text file
% Prompt user for location of input file
% Remove the unnecessary columns containing "#Model" and "#Pulse_type"
% Remove the unnecessary lines containing "#Mean" and "#Std_Dev"
% Remove all text before the tabulated data (before the data header)
% A new result file is generated and saved in the same folder as the
input file
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%
% Prompt user for input file
[file,path,indx] = uigetfile('*.txt');
if isequal(file,0)
disp('Error: the data pre-processing has been terminated.')
return;
end
% get file name
filename = [path file];
[fileID,errmsg] = fopen(filename);
if isempty(errmsg)
disp('Input file has been loaded correctly.')
else
disp('Error: the data pre-processing has been terminated.')
return;
end
% Import data
cdata = readtable(filename);
fclose(fileID);
% Get list of all variable from the table
list_var_names = cdata.Properties.VariableNames;
% Find index of variable "Shot_number"
index_shot = find(contains(list_var_names,'Shot_number'));
if isempty(index_shot)
disp('The report text file is not valid. This script will be
terminated immediately.');
return
end
% Find index of variable "Model"
index_model = find(contains(list_var_names,'Model'));
if isempty(index_model)
disp('The report text file is not valid. This script will be
terminated immediately.');
return
end

% Find index of variable "Pulse_type"
index_pulse_type = find(contains(list_var_names,'Pulse_type'));
if isempty(index_pulse_type)
disp('The report text file is not valid. This script will be
terminated immediately.');
return
else
disp('The report text file is valid.');
end
% Delete columns "model" and "Pulse_type"
cdata =
removevars(cdata,{char(string(cdata.Properties.VariableNames(index_model)
)), char(string(cdata.Properties.VariableNames(index_pulse_type)))});
% Get back the new Shot_number variable number where the #Mean and
#Std_Dev string should be found
index_shot = find(contains(list_var_names,'Shot_number'));
% Get the real name of the shot var
shot_var_name = char(cdata.Properties.VariableNames(index_shot));
% Create new table without the #Mean and #Std_Dev lines
clean_data = cdata((cdata.(shot_var_name) ~= "#Mean" &
cdata.(shot_var_name) ~= "#Std_Dev"),:); % cdata.(shot_var_name) with the
"()" because "shot_var_name" is not a variable but an expression which
give a char variable name
% Create a new text file with the clean data table in same folder as
input file
new_filename = [path 'clean_data_' file];
writetable(clean_data,new_filename,'Delimiter','tab');
% Create final message and display it with name of the new created file
msg = strcat('A clean result data text file named "clean_data_', file, '"
has been created in the same folder as the input file.');
disp(msg);

6.3.

MATLAB code for averaging, decimating regularly, and calculating
standard deviation of scattered data points

%% Average and decimate regularly scattered data with fixed defined step
% Prompt user for location of input file
% Prompt user for step size for decimation of the averaged data
% Group Y scattered data (only 1 Y column in a 2 column data set with X
as first and Y as second column) in chunck and average it and decimate it
according to the step size of decimation of X
% Minimum and maximum are defined according to extremas in the X data and
according to the decimation step size
% Standard deviation is calculated for each step adn stored in additional
column
% A new result file is generated and saved in the same folder as the
input file
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%
% Prompt user for input file
[file,path,indx] = uigetfile('*.txt');
if isequal(file,0)
disp('Error: the data treatment has been terminated.')
return;
end
% get file name
filename = [path file];
[fileID,errmsg] = fopen(filename);
if isempty(errmsg)
disp('Input file has been loaded correctly.')
else
disp('Error: the data treatment has been terminated.')
return;
end
% Import data
cdata = readtable(filename);
fclose(fileID);
% Check that there is at least 2 columns (because only the 2 first
columns
% are used for data treatment
if length(cdata.Properties.VariableNames) < 2
disp('Error: input file data is wrong. The data treatment has been
terminated.')
return;
end
% Check that data is longer than 1 row
if length(cdata{:,1}) > 1 && length(cdata{:,2}) > 1
disp('Input data is valid.')
else

disp('Error: wrong data. The data treatment has been terminated.')
return;
end
% Prompt user for decimation step size
prompt = {'Enter a value of decimation step size'};
dlgtitle = 'Delta';
definput = {'1'};
opts.Interpreter = 'tex';
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlgtitle,[1 40],definput,opts);
delta = str2double(answer); % convert answer into numerical
% Get first point in X data and last point in X data
first = min(cdata{:,1});
last = max(cdata{:,1});
distance = last - first;
% Check that the step size is not zero and that it is not larger than the
% distance between the first and last point
if delta > 0 && delta < distance
disp('Step size for decimation is valid.')
else
disp('Error: wrong step size for decimation. The data treatment has
been terminated.')
return
end
% round to the closest first data point or round lower according to
% decimation step size
starting_point = delta*floor(first/delta);
% do the same for the last data point
ending_point = delta*ceil(last/delta);
% Because of numerical truncation, there might be one step too many at
the
% beginning and / or at the end. But this step will be empty or NaN
X_output = (starting_point:delta:ending_point)';
Y_output = NaN(length(X_output),1);
std_dev_output = NaN(length(X_output),1);
for i = 1:length(X_output)
% for each step in X_output, get the average of the Y data values
% at distance delta/2 from the current X_output.
selection_array = (cdata{:,1} >= X_output(i)-delta/2).*(cdata{:,1} <=
X_output(i)+delta/2); % have to fulfill 2 conditions with ".*"
sub_table=(cdata(logical(selection_array),2));
Y_output(i) = mean(sub_table{:,1});
std_dev_output(i) = std(sub_table{:,1});
end
table_output = table(X_output,Y_output,std_dev_output); % Arrange all
data in a table

table_output.Properties.VariableNames([1 2]) =
cdata.Properties.VariableNames([1 2]); % Rename table header with header
of original input file
% Write table data into text file in same folder as input file
new_filename = [path 'avrg_decimated_std_dev_' file];
writetable(table_output,new_filename,'Delimiter','tab');
disp('Result file has been created in the same file as the input file.');
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